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Abstract

We demonstrate that the blocks of a profinite group whose defect groups are cyclic have
a Brauer tree algebra structure analogous to the case of finite groups. We show further that
the Brauer tree of a block with defect group Zp is of star type.
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Introduction

The modular representation theory of a finite group G may loosely be described as the study of
the category of kG-modules and their relationship with the group G, where k for us will be an
algebraically closed field whose characteristic p divides the order of G. A simple but effective
approach to modular representation theory is to write kG as a direct product of indecomposable
algebras, known in the theory as the blocks of G, and study the representation theory of each
block separately. The difficulty of a given block B may be measured by a p-subgroup of G, called
the defect group of B. The only general family of defect groups whose corresponding blocks are
completely understood, is the class of cyclic p-groups. Blocks with cyclic defect group have an
explicit description as so-called “Brauer tree algebras”. For a clear and encyclopedic discussion of
the block theory of finite groups we recommend [10], [11].
The study of the modular representation theory of profinite groups was begun in [13], [12], while
the study of blocks and defect groups has been initiated recently in [5]. In this article we classify,
in Theorem 4.3, the blocks of an arbitrary profinite group whose defect groups are cyclic (meaning
either a finite cyclic p-group or the p-adic integers Zp ): they are Brauer tree algebras in strict
analogy with the finite case. Our approach is to use limit arguments and invoke the corresponding
theory for finite groups, thus avoiding explicit mention of the most technical arguments required
for finite groups. The results are quite striking: a block of the profinite group G with finite cyclic
defect group has finite dimension (Theorem 4.4) and is thus a block of a finite quotient of G –
the blocks of profinite groups with finite cyclic defect group are thus precisely the blocks of finite
groups with cyclic defect group. Meanwhile, a block with defect group Zp has a very simple Brauer
tree, of so-called “star type” (Theorem 5.2) – the blocks with defect group Zp are thus well behaved
as algebras, even by the standard of blocks of cyclic defect group (Corollary 5.3).
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Preliminaries

Let k be a field of characteristic p, regarded as a discrete topological ring. In what follows, when
the coefficient ring is unspecified it is assumed to be k, so for instance “algebra” means “k-algebra”.
Unless specified otherwise, modules are topological left modules.
Definition 2.1. A pseudocompact algebra is an associative, unital, Hausdorff topological k-algebra
A possessing a basis of open neighbourhoods of 0 consisting of open ideals I having cofinite dimension in A that intersect in 0 and such that A “ lim
ÐÝI A{I.
Equivalently, a pseudocompact algebra is an inverse limit of discrete finite dimensional algebras
in the category of topological algebras. For a general introduction to pseudocompact objects, see
[3]. If G is a profinite group, an inverse system of finite continuous quotients G{N of G induces
an inverse system of finite dimensional algebras krG{N s, whose inverse limit krrGss, the completed
group algebra of G, is a pseudocompact algebra.
Definition 2.2. If A is a pseudocompact algebra, a pseudocompact A-module is a topological
A-module U possessing a basis of open neighbourhoods of 0 consisting of open submodules V of
finite codimension that intersect in 0 and such that U “ limV U {V .
ÐÝ
The category of pseudocompact modules for a pseudocompact algebra is abelian and has exact
inverse limits.

2.1

Induction, restriction, homomorphisms and coinvariants

The following definitions make use of the completed tensor product (cf. [3, §2]). Let G be a profinite
group and H a closed subgroup of G. If V is a pseudocompact krrHss-module, then the induced
p krrHss V , with action from G on the left factor. If U
krrGss-module is defined by V ÒG “ krrGssb
is a krrGss-module, then the restricted krrHss-module U ÓH is the original krrGss-module U with
coefficients restricted to the subalgebra krrHss (cf. [14, §2.2]).
Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G and U a pseudocompact krrGss-module. The module
p krrN ss U – U {IN U , where IN denotes the kernel of the
of N -coinvariants UN , is defined as k b
continuous map krrN ss Ñ k that sends n to 1 for each n P N . The action of G on UN is given by
p “ λbgu.
p
gpλbuq
Observe that UN is naturally a krrG{Nss-module.

The technical properties we require of coinvariant modules (originally stated for profinite modules
in [13, §2]) can be found in [5, §2.3]. We mention just one explicitly, wherein the notation N ĲO G
indicates that N is an open normal subgroup of G:

Proposition 2.3 ([5, Proposition 2.7]). If U is a pseudocompact krrGss-module, then tUN :
N ĲO Gu together with the canonical quotient maps ϕMN : UN Ñ UM whenever N ď M , forms a
surjective inverse system with inverse limit U .
Note that if U is finitely generated and N is open, then UN is a finite dimensional krG{N s-module.
Remark 2.4. Throughout this text, whenever N ď M are closed normal subgroups of the profinite
group G, the notations ϕMN : UN Ñ UM , ϕN : U Ñ UN will be reserved exclusively for the
canonical maps between coinvariant modules. In the special case of krrGss, we have krrGssN “
krrG{Nss and the corresponding maps ϕMN , ϕN are homomorphisms of algebras.
In the following lemma the most obvious choice of WN is simply ϕN pV q, but allowing more general
WN will be helpful later on.
Lemma 2.5. Let U be a pseudocompact krrGss-module and V a closed submodule of U . Suppose
that for each open normal subgroup N of G, UN has a submodule WN such that
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• ϕN pV q Ď WN for each N ,
• ϕMN pWN q Ď WM whenever N ď M
• lim
ÐÝN WN “ V .
Then U {V – lim UN {WN .
ÐÝ
N

Proof. The conditions imply that the modules UN {WN form an inverse system in the obvious way,
and that we have a natural map U Ñ lim
ÐÝN UN {WN . It is surjective by [6, IV. §3, Lemma 1] and
Ş
pW
q
“
V
.
The
induced continuous bijection U {V Ñ lim
its kernel is N ϕ´1
N
N
ÐÝN UN {WN is an
isomorphism by [9, II, §6, 27.].
Let A be a pseudocompact algebra. If U and W are topological A-modules, then HomA pU, W q
denotes the topological k-vector space of continuous A-module homomorphisms from U to W with
the compact-open topology. If U, W are pseudocompact, and W “ limi Wi , then HomA pU, W q “
ÐÝ
lim
ÐÝi HomA pU, Wi q. In particular, when U is finitely generated as an A-module, then HomA pU, W q is
a pseudocompact vector space. For more details see [14, §2.2]. When A “ krrGss, HomkrrGss pU, W q –
lim
ÐÝN HomkrrGss pUN , WN q (cf. [5, Remark 2.8]).

2.2

Radicals and socles of pseudocompact krrGss-modules

Definition 2.6. Let A be a pseudocompact k-algebra and let U be a pseudocompact A-module.
The radical of U , denoted by RadpU q, is the intersection of the maximal open submodules of U .
For each i ě 2 define Radi pU q recursively to be RadpRadi´1 pU qq, where Rad1 pU q “ RadpU q. For
convenience, we also define Rad0 pU q “ U .
Lemma 2.7. Let U be pseudocompact krrGss-module with U “ Ð
lim
ÝN tUN , ϕMN u. Then
i
1. For each i ě 1, Radi pU q “ lim
ÐÝN Rad pUN q and the maps of the inverse system are surjective.

2. For each i ě 0, Radi pU q{Radi`1 pU q – limN
ÐÝ

Radi pUN q
.
Radi`1 pUN q

Proof. The case i “ 1 of the first part follows from routine checks, using that ϕMN pRadpUN qq “
RadpUM q whenever N ď M by [1, Proposition 9.15], while the general case follows by induction
on i. The second part follows from Lemma 2.5.
Definition 2.8. Let A be a pseudocompact algebra and U a pseudocompact A-module. We say
that U is semisimple if every closed submodule W of U has a closed complement – that is, there is
a closed submodule W 1 of U such that U “ W ‘ W 1 .
Lemma 2.9 ([8, Lemma 3.9]). Let A be a pseudocompact algebra and U a pseudocompact Amodule. The following are equivalent:
1. U is semisimple.
2. Every open submodule of U has a complement.
3. U is a direct product of simple modules.
Recall that the socle SocpV q of a finite dimensional module V is the largest semisimple submodule
of V . If N ď M are open normal subgroups of G and X is a simple submodule of UN , then
ϕMN pXq is simple or zero, so that ϕMN pSocpUN qq Ď SocpUM q.
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Lemma 2.10. Let G be a profinite group and U a pseudocompact krrGss-module. The restriction
of the inverse system tUN , ϕMN u to the socles yields an inverse system, whose limit is the maximal
closed semisimple submodule of U .
Proof. Denote by L “ lim
ÐÝN tSocpUN q, ϕMN |SocpUN q u. We first confirm that L is a semisimple submodule of U . Let W be an open submodule of L. By Lemma 2.9, it is sufficient to confirm that the
canonical projection π : L Ñ L{W splits. But since L{W is finite dimensional, π factors through
SocpUN q for some cofinal subset of N ĲO G, as πN ϕN . Since SocpUN q is semisimple and πN is
surjective, there is a non-empty linear variety IN “ tιN : L{W Ñ SocpUN q | πN ιN “ idL{W u Ď
HomkrrGss pL{W, SocpUN qq, which is necessarily closed since the latter is finite dimensional. The
IN form an inverse system in the obvious way, the limit is non-empty by [5, Lemma 2.3], and an
element of the limit is a splitting of π.
To prove the lemma, it remains to check that every closed semisimple submodule V of U is
contained in L. By Lemma 2.9, V is a direct product of simple modules. It is thus sufficient to
confirm that every simple submodule S of V is contained in L. But ϕN pSq Ď SocpUN q for each N
and so S Ď limN SocpUN q “ L. Hence, V Ď L.
ÐÝ
Definition 2.11. The socle of U , denoted by SocpU q, is the maximal closed semisimple submodule
of U .
Observe that the inverse system of socles need not be surjective, and it can happen that SocpU q “ 0.
Lemma 2.12. Let G be a profinite group and U a pseudocompact krrGss-module. Then U {SocpU q –
lim
ÐÝN UN {SocpUN q.
Proof. The result follows by applying Lemma 2.5 with V “ SocpU q and WN “ SocpUN q.

2.3

Blocks and defect groups

Let k be a field of characteristic p and A a pseudocompact k-algebra. An element e P A is
idempotent if e2 “ e. Two idempotents e, f of A are orthogonal if ef “ f e “ 0. A non-zero
idempotent is primitive if it cannot be written as the sum of two non-zero orthogonal idempotents.
We denote by ZpAq the center of A. An idempotent e P A is called centrally primitive if e is a
primitive idempotent of ZpAq.
By [6, IV. §3, Corollaries 1,2], there is a set of pairwise orthogonal centrally primitive idempotents
E “ tei : i P Iu in A such that
ź
ź
A“
Aei “
Bi .
(1)
iPI

iPI

Each Bi is an algebra with unity ei . We call Bi a block of A and ei a block idempotent.
We give a brief reminder of the defect group of a block. For more details and the results mentioned
in this paragraph, see [5, §5]. The group G acts continuously on krrGss by conjugation (notation
g ¨ x “ g x). If H is an open subgroup of G, denote by krrGssH the set of H-fixed points
ř of krrGss
G
g
H
G
under this action. We have a linear map TrG
H : krrGss Ñ krrGss given by TrH paq :“
gPG{H a,
where “G{H” denotes a set of left coset representatives of H in G. If B is a block of krrGss with
block idempotent e, a defect group of B is a closed subgroup D of G, minimal with the property
that
č
DN
eP
TrG
q.
DN pkrrGss
N ĲO G
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The defect groups of a block are pro-p subgroups of G, unique up to conjugation in G.
A block of krrGss is precisely an indecomposable summand of krrGss, treated as a krrG ˆ Gss-module
with action pg1 , g2 q ¨ x :“ g1 xg2´1 . We may thus define the coinvariants of a block B: if N is an
open normal subgroup of G, we define BN :“ BN ˆN . For any given N , BN is a direct product of
blocks of krG{N s, though not necessarily a block. As with krrGss, the natural projections ϕMN , ϕN
are algebra homomorphisms. We recall some further results from [5]:
Lemma 2.13 ([5, Proposition 4.7 and Corollary 5.10]). If the block B of krrGss has defect group
D, then B can be expressed as the inverse limit of a surjective inverse system of blocks ZN of
krG{N s having defect group DN {N , as N runs through some cofinal inverse system of open normal
subgroups of G.
In [5] the blocks ZN of Lemma 2.13 were called “XN ”, but in this article we will use the notation
XN for something else.

3

Blocks with cyclic defect groups

From this point forward we suppose that k is algebraically closed. Recall that a profinite group is
cyclic if it possesses a dense cyclic abstract subgroup. The cyclic pro-p groups are the finite cyclic
groups Z{pn Z (n P N) and the p-adic integers Zp . We fix some notation. Let B be block of the
profinite group G having non-trivial cyclic defect group D. Denote by S a set of representatives of
the isomorphism classes of simple B-modules. By [15, Proposition 3.3], there is a natural bijection
between the indecomposable projective B-modules and the simple B-modules, given by sending
the projective indecomposable P to the simple module P {RadpP q.
Denote by P “ tPS : S P Su a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable
projective B-modules, indexed in such a way that PS is the projective cover of S. Write B “
limN PN ZN as in Lemma 2.13, with the cofinal set N chosen so that the block ZN has (cyclic)
ÐÝ
defect group DN {N . For N P N , we denote by SN , PN corresponding sets of representatives of
simple modules and indecomposable projective modules for ZN .
Lemma 3.1. The set S (hence also P) is finite.
Proof. It follows from [11, Theorem 11.1.1 and Theorem 11.1.3] that |SN | divides p ´ 1.
Assume for contradiction that |S| ě p and fix a set tS1 , . . . , Sp u of distinct simples in S. By [5,
Corollary 4.9], there is N P N such that tS1 , . . . , Sp u are distinct simple modules in ZN . But this
contradicts the first sentence.
Using Lemma 3.1, we restrict N further, assuming from now on that each N P N acts trivially on
every simple module in B.
Lemma 3.2. For each P “ PS P P and N P N , the module PN is non-zero and indecomposable.
Proof. Let π : P Ñ S be the canonical projection. The functor p´qN is right exact, and so
we obtain a surjective map πN : PN Ñ SN “ S, and so PN ‰ 0. By Lemma 2.7, P {RadpP q
surjects onto PN {RadpPN q. But the former is simple by the first paragraph of this section, and so
PN {RadpPN q is simple. It follows that PN is indecomposable.
Lemma 3.3. Let B be a block of G with cyclic defect group D. There is N0 ĲO G acting trivially
on each S P S and such that BN is a block for each N ď N0 .
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1, S is finite, and hence by [5, Corollary 4.9] there is N0 P N such that each
simple module lies in ZN0 . But each block of BN0 contains at least one simple module, and hence
ZN0 “ BN0 . The same holds for any N ď N0 .
Lemma 3.4. Fix P “ PS P P. The multiplicity of P as a factor of B is finite.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, PN is the projective cover of SN “ S for each N P N . The multiplicity of
PN as a summand of BN is dimk pSq by [17, Theorem 7.3.9],
and so P has the same multiplicity as a factor of B.
Lemma 3.5. For each P P P, RadpP q{SocpP q – lim
ÐÝN RadpPN q{SocpPN q.
Proof. Note that by [2, Corollary 6.3.4] and our hypotheses on N P N , the indecomposable projective BN -modules are not simple, so that in particular SocpPN q ď RadpPN q. The result now
follows by applying Lemma 2.5 with U “ RadpP q, V “ SocpP q and WN “ SocpPN q.

3.1

Indecomposable projective modules of blocks with cyclic defect group

We maintain the notation fixed in the previous section. We denote by N a cofinal set of open
normal subgroups such that each N P N acts trivially on every simple B-module, and such that
BN is a block with defect group DN {N . Observe that under these conditions, S can be canonically
identified with SN , via the map sending S P S to SN – S.
Recall that a finite dimensional module is uniserial if it has a unique composition series. We
call a pseudocompact krrGss-module U pro-uniserial if UN is uniserial for each N P N . A simple
krrGss-module is a composition factor of U if it is a composition factor of some UN .
Lemma 3.6. Fix P P P. Then RadpP q{Rad2 pP q “ T ‘T 1 , where T, T 1 are non-isomorphic simple
modules or zero.
Proof. The projective BN -module PN is indecomposable by Lemma 3.2, so by [10, Theorem 11.1.8],
there are two unique uniserial submodules XN , YN of PN such that RadpPN q “ XN ` YN and
SocpPN q “ XN X YN .
We will analyze two cases. First suppose that at least one of the modules XN , YN is simple for
every N . Assume without loss of generality that YN is simple for each N . Then YN “ SocpXN q and
in particular YN Ď XN . But then since XN is uniserial, XN {RadpXN q “ RadpPN q{Rad2 pPN q is a
simple module, which we call TN . The inverse system RadpPN q{Rad2 pPN q as N varies is surjective
by Lemma 2.7, and hence TN does not depend on N and the inverse limit RadpP q{Rad2 pP q “
T – TN . This completes the first case.
Now suppose that XN and YN are not simple for every N in some cofinal system inside N , so that
SocpPN q “ XN X YN “ RadpXN q X RadpYN q. The surjective map
γN : XN ` YN Ñ pXN {RadpXN qq ‘ pYN {RadpYN qq
sending x ` y to px ` RadpXN q , y ` RadpYN qq is well-defined because XN X YN “ RadpXN q X
RadpYN q. The kernel of γN is RadpXN q ` RadpYN q.
But by [10, Theorem 11.1.8], the only maximal submodules of XN ` YN are XN ` RadpYN q and
RadpXN q ` YN , so that
Rad2 pPN q “ RadpXN ` YN q “ RadpXN q ` RadpYN q.
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Putting all this together and denoting by TN , TN1 the simple modules XN {RadpXN q, YN {RadpYN q
respectively, we have
RadpPN q{Rad2 pPN q

“ pXN ` YN q{RadpXN ` YN q
“ pXN ` YN q{pRadpXN q ` RadpYN qq
– TN ‘ TN1 .

The simple modules TN , TN1 are non-isomorphic by [11, Theorem 11.1.8]. As in the first case,
taking limits we see that RadpP q{Rad2 pP q “ T ‘ T 1 – TN ‘ TN1 .
Proposition 3.7. Fix P P P. There are unique pro-uniserial submodules X, Y of P satisfying
the following properties:
1. X X Y “ SocpP q.
2. X ` Y “ RadpP q.
3.

RadpP q
SocpP q

–
common.

X
SocpP q

‘

Y
SocpP q ,

and the modules

X
Y
SocpP q , SocpP q

have no composition factors in

Proof. By Lemma 3.6, Rad2 pP q is open in P , so we work within the cofinal system of those N P N
such that IN P Ď Rad2 pP q. By Lemma 3.6, RadpP q{Rad2 pP q – T ‘ T 1 , where T, T 1 are nonisomorphic simple modules or zero. If one of them is 0, let it be T 1 . In this case, set XN to be
RadpPN q and YN to be SocpPN q. If T, T 1 are both non-zero, then for each N in the cofinal system,
let XN be the maximal uniserial submodule of RadpPN q such that XN {RadpXN q – T and let YN
be the maximal uniserial submodule of RadpPN q such that YN {RadpYN q – T 1 . By [11, Theorem
11.1.8], XN and YN are the unique submodules with this property.
Since ϕMN sends RadpPN q onto RadpPM q by Lemma 2.7, then ϕMN pXN q “ XM and ϕMN pYN q Ď
YM by the construction of XN , YN and using that T, T 1 are non-isomorphic. So we may define
X :“ lim
ÐÝN tXN , ϕMN u and Y :“ lim
ÐÝN tYN , ϕMN u. We must check that X and Y satisfy Properties 1,2 and 3. But by [11, Theorem 11.1.8], the three properties are satisfied when we replace
X, Y, RadpP q and SocpP q with XN , YN , RadpPN q and SocpPN q, respectively, and hence they also
hold for X, Y, RadpP q and SocpP q by taking limits.
We make two observations that will be required as we proceed:
• Proposition 3.7 implies in particular that Radn pP q is open in P for each n P N and P P P.
• From the proof of Proposition 3.7 it follows that the maps XN Ñ XM are surjective whenever
XN
XM
N ď M and hence that the maps SocpP
Ñ SocpP
are surjective. The maps YN Ñ YM
Nq
Mq
are surjective except perhaps when YN “ SocpPN q. But in this case
so the map

YN
SocpPN q

Ñ

YM
SocpPM q

YN
SocpPN q

“

YM
SocpPM q

“ 0,

is surjective anyway.

When G is finite, the block B has more structure. Namely, there are permutations ρ, σ of S and
the uniserial submodules X, Y of each P “ PS can be renamed US and VS in a such way that
the distinct composition factors of US are given by the ρ-orbit of S as we descend the (unique)
composition series of US , and similarly the distinct composition factors of VS are given by the
σ-orbit of S. We lift this structure to profinite groups.
If ever W is a pseudocompact B-module, denote by FacpW q Ď S the set of distinct representatives of the isomorphism classes of composition factors of W . The following proposition is a
pseudocompact version of [11, Theorem 11.1.8]:
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Proposition 3.8. Denote by XS , YS the submodules of P “ PS constructed in Proposition 3.7.
There are two permutations ρ, σ of S with the following property. For each S P S, the submodules
XS , YS can be renamed US , VS in a such way that:
• the first |xρy ¨ S| composition factors of US from the top are
RadpUS q
US
Rad|xρy¨S|´1 pUS q
– ρpSq,
– ρ|xρy¨S| pSq “ S,
– ρ2 pSq, . . . ,
2
RadpUS q
Rad pUS q
Rad|xρy¨S| pUS q
• the first |xσy ¨ S| composition factors of VS from the top are
VS
RadpVS q
Rad|xσy¨S| ´ 1pVS q
2
– σpSq,
– σ |xσy¨S| pSq “ S,
–
σ
pSq,
.
.
.
,
RadpVS q
Rad2 pVS q
Rad|xσy¨S| pVS q
where |xρy ¨ S|, |xσy ¨ S| denote the sizes of the ρ-orbit xρy ¨ S of S and the σ-orbit xσy ¨ S of S.
Proof. We maintain the notations from the proof of Proposition 3.7. Since S is finite, we may
work within a cofinal inverse system of N P N in which FacpXS q “ FacppXS qN q and FacpYS q “
FacppYS qN q for each S.
Fix some N in our cofinal inverse system. By the finite version of this result [11, Theorem 11.1.8],
there are permutations ρN , σN of S “ SN satisfying the conclusions of the Lemma with respect to
an appropriate renaming of pXS qN and pYS qN as pUS qN and pVS qN , for each S.
By how we chose X, Y in Proposition 3.7, ϕN pXS q “ pXS qN . Rename XS by US if pXS qN “ pUS qN
and by VS if pXS qN “ pVS qN . Rename YS to be the other one. This renaming is unambiguous
unless XS “ YS “ SocpPS q, in which case one may rename arbitrarily.
Define ρ :“ ρN and σ :“ σN . For each S, the condition that FacpUS q “ FacppUS qN q implies that
IN US Ď Rad|xρy¨S| pUS q, since otherwise not every isomorphism class of composition factor of US
would appear as a composition factor of pUS qN , and similarly with VS . Hence, the first |xρy ¨ S|
composition factors of US are
US
RadpUS q
Rad|xρy¨S|´1 pUS q
– ρpSq,
– ρ|xρy¨S| pSq “ S,
– ρ2 pSq, . . . ,
2
RadpUS q
Rad pUS q
Rad|xρy¨S| pUS q
and similarly with VS , as required.
For each N P N , we define the permutations ρN :“ ρ and σN :“ σ of SN “ S. By construction,
ρN and σN satisfy [11, Theorem 11.1.8] with respect to the block BN of G{N .

4

Brauer trees and Brauer tree algebras

We maintain the notation from the previous sections, but reduce further our cofinal set of open
normal subgroups: let N denote a set of open normal subgroups N of G such that BN is a
block with cyclic defect group DN {N , N acts trivially on each S P S, and FacpUS q “ FacppUS qN q,
FacpVS q “ FacppVS qN q for every S P S. If D is a finite, then we demand further that |D| “ |DN {N |,
and if D is Zp , then we demand further that p|DN {N | ´ 1q{|S| ą 1.
We recall the notions of Brauer Trees and Brauer Tree Algebras. Using the canonical identification
S “ SN , ρN :“ ρ and σN :“ σ for each N P N , denote by ΓpBN q the Brauer tree of BN , meaning:
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ΓpBN q is a tree with vertices the ρ-orbits xρy ¨ S and the σ-orbits xσy ¨ S of S. Its edges are the
elements of S, and the edge S joins the ρ-orbit of S and the σ-orbit of S. Unless |DN {N | “ p and
{N |´1
|S| “ p´1, there is a unique exceptional vertex, to which we attribute the number mN “ |DN|S|
(cf. [11, Theorem 11.1.9]). There is a cyclic ordering γv of the edges around the vertex v “ xρy ¨ S
given by:
ρpSq , ρ2 pSq , . . . , ρ|xρy¨S|´1 pSq , ρ|xρy¨S| pSq “ S.
There is a cyclic ordering γv of the edges around the vertex v “ xσy ¨ S given by:
σpSq , σ 2 pSq , . . . , σ |xσy¨S|´1 pSq , ρ|xσy¨S| pSq “ S.
By [18, Theorem 5.10.37], BN can be naturally identified with a Brauer tree algebra AN associated
to ΓpBN q, which can be described as follows (we follow [18, Definition 5.10.4]):
1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the edges of the tree and the simple AN modules,
2. the top P {RadpP q of each indecomposable projective AN -module P is isomorphic to its socle,
3. the projective cover PS of the simple module corresponding to the edge S is such that
v
w
pSq ‘ UN
pSq
RadpPS q{SocpPS q – UN
v
w
for two (possibly zero) uniserial AN -modules UN
pSq and UN
pSq, where v, w are the vertices
adjacent to the edge S,
v
4. if v is not the exceptional vertex and if v is adjacent to the edge S, then UN
pSq has spvq ´ 1
composition factors, where spvq is the number of edges adjacent to v,
v
5. if v is the exceptional vertex and if v is adjacent to S, then UN
pSq has mN ¨spvq´1 composition
factors.
v
6. if v is adjacent to S, then the composition factors of UN
pSq are described as
v
v
Radj pUN
pSqq{Radj`1 pUN
pSqq – γvj`1 pSq,
v
for all j smaller than the number of composition factors of UN
pSq.

Lemma 4.1. Via the canonical identification S “ SN , the Brauer trees ΓpBN q are equal for each
N P N , except for the multiplicity mN .
Proof. Ignoring the exceptional vertex, the Brauer trees are clearly the same for each N , being
completely determined by ρN “ ρ, σN “ σ and SN “ S. We need only check that the exceptional
vertex (if it exists) is the same in each tree. Our conditions on N imply that either no ΓpBN q has an
exceptional vertex, in which case there is nothing to check, or they all do. Fix N ď M in N and let
v
v be the exceptional vertex of ΓpBM q. By the description above, the modules UM
pSq are the only
ones having strictly more than the size of the corresponding orbit composition factors. But since,
v
via the natural identifications between BN and AN , and between BM and AM , UN
pSq surjects onto
v
v
UM pSq, then UN pSq also has more than the size of the corresponding orbit composition factors.
Hence v is also the exceptional vertex of ΓpBN q, as required.
Definition 4.2. Define the Brauer tree of B to be ΓpBq :“ ΓpBN q, for any N P N , except for
the multiplicity m of the exceptional vertex, which is defined to be |D|´1
if D is finite, or 8 if D
|S|
is infinite.
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The next theorem is a pseudocompact version of [18, Theorem 5.10.37]:
Theorem 4.3. Let B be a block of a profinite group G with cyclic defect group D. Then B can
be naturally identified with a Brauer tree algebra A associated to ΓpBq, which can be described as
follows:
1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the edges of ΓpBq and the simple A-modules.
2. if the edge S is adjacent to an exceptional vertex of infinite multiplicity, then the socle of the
projective cover PS of the corresponding simple module is 0. Otherwise, SocpPS q – S,
3. for each edge S we have
RadpPS q{SocpPS q – U v pSq ‘ U w pSq
for two (possibly zero) pro-uniserial modules U v pSq and U w pSq, where v, w are the vertices
adjacent to the edge S,
4. if v is not the exceptional vertex and if v is adjacent to the edge S then U v pSq has spvq ´ 1
composition factors, where spvq is the number of edges adjacent to v,
5. if v is the exceptional vertex with multiplicity m, and if v is adjacent to S, then U v pSq has
m ¨ spvq ´ 1 composition factors if m is finite, or infinitely many if m “ 8.
6. if v is adjacent to S then the composition factors of U v pSq are described as
Radj pU v pSqq{Radj`1 pU v pSqq – γvj`1 pSq,
for all j as long as j is smaller than the number of composition factors of U v pSq.
Proof. Property 1 follows by the construction of ΓpBq. Property 3 follows from the construction
of ΓpBq and Proposition 3.7.
v
Let v be a non-exceptional vertex of ΓpBq. For each edge S and each N , the module UN
pSq has
v
v
spvq ´ 1 composition factors and hence, since the maps UN pSq Ñ UM pSq are surjective whenever
N ď M , then U v pSq also has spvq ´ 1 composition factors, confirming Property 4.

If v is the exceptional vertex of ΓpBq and the multiplicity m is finite, then there is N 1 P N such
that IN 1 U v pSq Ď Radn pU v pSqq, where n “ m ¨ spvq, because Radn pU v pSq is open in U v pSq. Since
v
for each N ď N 1 , the module UN
pSq has m¨spvq´1 composition factors, then U v pSq has m¨spvq´1
composition factors. If v is the exceptional vertex and m is infinite, then for each n P N, there is
v
N P N such that mN ¨ spvq ´ 1 ą n. Since U v pSq surjects onto UN
pSq, it follows that U v pSq has
at least n composition factors for every n, and hence it has infinitely many. These checks confirm
Property 5.
We may now check Property 2. Fix an edge S and its projective cover P “ PS . Properties 3, 4
and 5, together with that fact that SocpP q “ lim SocpPN q has dimension at most 1, imply that if
ÐÝ
S is not connected to a vertex of infinite multiplicity, then P is finite dimensional, and hence is
isomorphic to PN for some N P N . So by the finite result, SocpPS q – S. On the other hand, if
S is connected to a vertex of infinite multiplicity, then the map ϕMN : PN Ñ PM restricted to
SocpPN q is the zero map whenever |DN {N | ą |DM {M |, and hence SocpP q “ lim
ÐÝ SocpPN q “ 0.
It remains to check Property 6, so fix j smaller than the number of composition factors of U v pSq
and some n larger than j. Since Radn pU v pSqq is open in U v pSq, there is N P N such that
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IN U v pSq Ď Radn pU v pSqq. For this N we have
Radj pU v pSqq{Radj`1 pU v pSqq – Radj pU v pSqN q{Radj`1 pU v pSqN q
v
v
– Radj pUN
pSqq{Radj`1 pUN
pSqq

– γvj`1 pSq.

Theorem 4.4. Let B be a block of a profinite group G with cyclic defect group D. Then D is a
finite group if, and only if, dimk pBq ă 8.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, B is a finite direct sum of indecomposable projective modules, so that B
has finite dimension if, and only if, each indecomposable projective B-module is finite dimensional.
But by Theorem 4.3 this is the case if, and only if, D is finite.

5

Blocks with defect group Zp

Theorem 4.4 says that when the cyclic defect group D of a block B is finite, then B is finite
dimensional, and hence the blocks of a profinite group with finite cyclic defect group are precisely
the blocks of finite groups with cyclic defect group. It remains to study the case D “ Zp . We will
show that there are very few possibilities for such blocks and that they are extremely well behaved.
A Brauer tree Γ is of star type if every edge of Γ is connected to the exceptional vertex, as in the
following diagram, wherein the exceptional vertex is black and the non-exceptional vertices are
white, and the cyclic ordering around a vertex is given by reading the edges in counter-clockwise
order:

S2
Sn
S1
Example 5.1. The simplest example of a block with defect group Zp is krrZp ss itself. This algebra
has only the trivial simple module k, and its Brauer tree is

8

k

Theorem 5.2. Let B be a block of a profinite group G with infinite cyclic defect group D. Then
ΓpBq is of star type with exceptional vertex of multiplicity 8.
Proof. Let P be a non-zero projective krrGss-module. The module P ÓD is thus a non-zero projective
krrDss-module (projectivity can be seen by applying [3, Corollary 3.3] to the algebras krDN {N s
and projective modules krG{N s ÓDN {N ). But since D is a pro-p group, projective modules are free
(as can be seen by taking limits), so that P ÓD is isomorphic to some product of copies of krrDss and
in particular P has infinite dimension because D is infinite. If ΓpBq is not of star-type, then it has
an edge not connected to the exceptional vertex. But now by definition of the Brauer tree algebra,
the projective cover of the corresponding simple B-module is finite dimensional, contradicting the
above observation.
11

Theorem 5.2 tells us that there are very few Morita equivalence classes of blocks with defect group
Zp . We finish by observing briefly that they are extremely well-behaved as algebras: they are
examples of what one might call a pseudocompact Nakayama algebra (cf. [16]), they have global
dimension 1 (cf. [3, §3]), and they are Morita equivalent (cf. [7]) to completed path algebras ([4,
Definition 2.2]) of finite quivers with a very simple form:
Corollary 5.3. Let B be a block of a profinite group, having defect group Zp . Then
1. The indecomposable projective B-modules are pro-uniserial.
2. B has global dimension 1.
3. If B has n simple modules, then B is Morita equivalent to the completed path algebra krrQss,
where Q is an oriented cycle of length n.
Proof. Part 1 is immediate from Theorem 5.2. Suppose the Brauer tree of B has the form given
in the diagram before Example 5.1. Using the symmetry of the Brauer tree, in order to check
that B has global dimension 1, it is sufficient to check that the kernel K of the projective cover
PS1 Ñ S1 is projective. But K is pro-uniserial and its composition factors, starting at the top,
are S2 , S3 , . . . , Sn , S1 , S2 , . . ., so that K is isomorphic to PS2 . This argument also shows that the
quiver of the corresponding completed path algebra is an oriented cycle.
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